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T he Mahatma Gandhi Mission trust was established on 20th December 1982 with a 
futuristic vision to provide qualitative education by applying innovation and dynamic 
pedagogical techniques. Since inception, the Trust has focused on providing health 

care services, school education and higher education with dedication and commitment. 
The MGM Trust was established in Nanded, (Maharashtra) and in the course of time it has 
established its services to Aurangabad, Navi Mumbai and Parbhani in Maharashtra and 
Noida ( New Delhi) in UP. A chain of Schools, Engineering, Architecture, Medical, Nursing, 
Management, Computer Science & IT, Bioinformatics & Biotechnology, Fine arts and 
Journalism stand testimony to the endeavors of the Trust. The MGM has been instrumental 
in  promoting classical dance and music for art seekers. The trust has also paid heed to the 
aspect of physical fitness by converting a vast expanse of land in to a sport complex with 
multiple amenities and sport equipments. MGM’s lush green and sceneric campuses are 
conducive to create a peaceful learning atmosphere.

About MGM



Dear Student,
C inema is the only modern art which has taken the world under its 
influence. It is not only a biggest revenue generating industry but it also 
provides great employment. in India the history of cinema is glorious. 
To continue the success story there is a need of formal training in 
several dimensions of cinema. Such training must be supported by 
the continuously upgrading technology and guided by the veterans in 
the industry.

I am sure that with the help of our unique skill development tasks 
program we will be able to produce multi-talented professional to 
contribute in the commercial as well as meaningful cinema. With 
warm regards, I welcome all budding film makers to MGM! 

Ankushrao Kadam
Secretary, MGM

Secretary’s Message



About MGM CJMC

M GM’s College of Journalism and Mass Communication was established in 1993 by 
MGM Trust in affiliation with Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marathwada University. 
Since it’s inception, the institute has relentlessly been working towards carving 

a professional out of a student. Educational system at MGM’s College of Journalism & 
Mass Communication is founded on the firm understanding that dependency on the new 
age media communication has increased in the 21st century thereby levying the onus on 
media schools to create skilled professionals for the media industry. We constantly thrive 
to improvise vigorously both qualitatively and quantitatively to create a niche in media 
training and create qualified and able manpower for the media industry. 

We strongly believe that exposure is the key in shaping personalities suitable for media 
profession . MGM emphasize on providing ample exposure to a variety of industrial sectors, 
geographical regions; cultural environment where our apprehensive trainees transform into 
bolstered and confident individuals. MGM’s recent permit from the Ministry of Informaton 
& Broadcast to start MGM’s independent Community Radio station is a testimony to our 
efforts to enhance learning for our students. We welcome you to join the MGM family and 
become an integral part of the new age media.



About MGM Film Arts

T here are two major streams in the academics of cinema, film 
studies and film making. Film studies unfortunately focuses 
on the philosophical or discussion oriented part of studying 

cinema, where film making focuses on the technical aspect of film 
making. We at MGM Film Arts firmly believe that film is a art and 
every student of MGM Film Arts need to be groomed as artist first 
of all. Hence along with the mentoring from film professionals we 
also provide “state-of-the-arts” Film making Facility like film cameras, 
editing studios, sound recording studio, color lab, etc.
MGM Film Arts is constituent to MGM College of Journalism and Mass 
Communication.



Vision & Mission 

T he vision of Mahatma Gandhi Mission is to offer the young aspiring film professionals 
an interdisciplinary and dynamic milieu, where they can develop comprehensive 
and critical awareness of all aspects of film making. We are shaping the future 

of cinema. The college is committed to develop strong and independent filmosophers. 
Through its faculty and curriculum, we give the fundamental aesthetic values of the art 
of cinema. The progressive line starting from providing KNOWLEDGE to making state-of-
the-art facility available for PRACTICE on knowledge to developing urge to do RESEARCH 
to providing environment & feedback required for the SKILL DEVELOPMENT and finally 
providing PLATFORM for the showcase of their art is the back bone of our methodology. 
This process under the guidance of industry legends will prepare our students for success 
in todays exciting and innovative film making landscape. The set skills and confidence 
developed at MGM CJMC’s Dept. of Film Arts will fuel our students to rise to the top of 
today’s demanding entertainment industry. 



D ear Student,  I am delighted that you are interested in MGM CJMC 
Film Arts Department. This is a truly remarkable place with expertise 
across a wide range of disciplines and superb academic and pastoral 
support that comes from the faculty members. Distinguished more 
than three decades of MGM Trust supports our present excellence 
and future aspirations. As a Film Arts student, you will be working 
with industry experts who are committed to their craft and excel in 
their respective fields of film making. They would help you to develop 
your ideas, knowledge and most importantly your skills which will 
help you achieve excellence in your art.  MGM is not just a home for 
research and education but also gives importance to arts and cultural, 
sporting and leisure activities. As a student you will be tremendously 
impressed by the exchange of ideas amongst students, academic staff, 
guest lecturers, and mentors from the film industry. 

Dr. Rekha Shelke
Principal, MGM, CJMC

Principal’s Message



Dear Student, Cinema is an expensive art, hence teaching cinema is a 
difficult task. Providing world standard technology and facility along 
with the guidance from skilled personalities from industry is must 
for the proper development of a student. MGM, an Institute spread 
across the nation is known for its expertise in providing industry 
professionals in the field of Engineering, Medical, Media, Fashion 
Industry, Classical Dance, Animation and Fine Arts.  After successfully 
training thousands of students in several fields, MGM is now planned 
to continue the success story in the field of Cinema.  I am thankful 
to you that you have selected MGM Film Arts as your partner in the 
journey of film art. I would like to assure you that, MGM Film Arts 
ideology and  practice will work as never ending fuel to your creativity. 
Welcome folks!     

Shiv Kadam  
HOD, Film Arts

HOD’s Message
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 rekha shelke, Principal

 shiv Kadam, HoD



“ Stalwarts about MGM Film Arts”

‘MGM FilmArts is one of 
the finest FilmMaking 
Institutes. The State-Of-
The-Art studio facility 
will nurture the talent in 
budding film makers

Madhur Bhandarkar

I humbly accept your offer 
ad Advisor and Mentor . I 
will  take this opportunity to 
passon my expirience of past 
50 years in cinema to shape 
the future of cinema, that 
is, the students of MGM Film 
Arts. N. CHANDRA

MGM Film arts is created 
with great passion and 
love for cinema. It will 
inculceate great asthetic 
values in the creations of 
makers produced by MGM 
Film Arts.  
 Marianne Borgo

‘MGM Film Arts is an 
ideally created platform 
for budding FilmMakers’ 
GirishKasarvalli. The 
atmosphere and facili-
ties of MGM Film Arts is 
Best.
 Girish Kasarwalli

When I visited MGM Film 
Institute I was really very 
happy, there are very few 
institutes in our country to train 
and inspire the students of 
cinema and those few institute, 
only some are as well organized 
and well equippeed as MGM. 
 Kiran Shantaram

I am sure that MGM will 
produce talented future 
film makers. MGM Film 
Arts give you apportunity 
to explore yourselves. The 
atmosphere and facilities 
of MGM Film Arts is Best.
 Adoor Gopalakrishnan

Amadeus Symphony Studio 
is a complete solution for 
the requirements of film 
sound. MGM Film Arts 
students are fortunate that 
it is easily accesible for 
them. Avadhoot Gupte

I am surprised to see 
the professional facility 
provided to film students. 
I wish to make a film with 
MGM Film Arts and its 
students.

Arundhati Roy

I am overwhelmed to see 
that MGM Film Arts has 
created Bergman’s Courtyard 
at its premise. It shows 
there love towards Ingmar 
Bergman and Swedish 
cinema. 
 Bjorn Holmgrain

Everything which is re-
quired to groom the film 
maker as an artist is avail-
able at MGM Film Arts. The 
atmosphere and facilities 
of MGM Film Arts is Best. 
 Sandeep Kulkarni



A Marathi theatre and film director, 
script writer and actor known for his 
works of directing the plays Wada 
Chirebandi, Dhyanimani, Gandhi 
Virudh Gandhi and most recently 
the remake of Hamida baichi Kothi. 
He has also directed the aclaimed 
films Bindhaast and Tukaram. 
 Chandrakant Kulkarni

Most successful Director, Editor and 
writer from Hindi Feature Film Industry. 
He has Directed Feature Films Like Tezab, 
Ankush, Yugandhar, etc. Ankush is known 
as a Film which has broken the walls 
between Parallel Cinema and Commercial 
Cinema. He has receiver several National 
and International Awards. 
 Dr. N.Chandra

Renowned Film Maker & Editor, 
Recived 5 National Awards till date. 
Edited Films of legendary Film Makers 
like Mani Ratnam, P. Sheshadri, etc. 
He is regularly visiting most respected 
International Film Festival as Jury all 
across the globe. He is known for his 
fabulous musical sence in editing. 
 B. Lenin

A marathi and hindi film Art Director has 
done GD Arts penting in pune. Owner 
of studio name as ‘sandeep inamke 
studio’ and aslo have art property house 
in saswad name kala mandir. Near 
about 50 feature films completed as 
film art director like khwada,  punha 
gondhal punha mujra, mi pan sachin, 66 
sadashiv,  night school, cappuccino.

 Sandeep Inamke

A Film and Television Institute 
of India (FTII) graduate with 
specialization in cinematography, 
Mahesh Aney has shot more than 
a thousand commercials including 
some award-winning films for Pepsi, 
Kellogg’s, Tata Steel, Feviquik and 
Maggie noodles. 
 Mahesh Aney

A  Marathi film composer duo consisting 
of Avinash and Vishwajeet Joshi. They 
have written the scores for films such 
as Sanngto Aika…!, Popat, Premachi 
Goshta, Badam Rani Gulam Chor, 
Mumbai-Pune-Mumbai. Singham 
Avinash–Vishwajeet is their professional 
name and appears on the covers of their 
music CDs and DVDs.

Vishwajeet Joshi

A veteran Indian actor in the 
Bollywood film industry. He was 
also part of long running television 
serial Shanti. He appeared in the 
role of Aurangzeb in popular Marathi 
serial Raja Shivchhatrapati.  Films- 
Munnabhai M.B.B.S., Qayamat se 
Qayamat tak, Bajirao Mastani etc.    
 } Yatin Karyekar  

A Post Graduate in Fine Arts, he has 
done the VFX Supervision of more 
than 50  Feature Fiilms from several 
languages of India. He is known for 
his artistic input in the most critical 
and technical aspects of VFX and 
Animation.  

Ginnilal Salunke

Mentors & Faculties



Atisha Naik is an Indian film 
actress has been in the field of 
acting since she was 8 years 
old when she made her debut 
in a Marathi play Good Bye 
Doctor. She made her film 
debut with Mahesh Manjrekar’s 
Hindi film Pran Jaye Par Vachan 
Na Jaye. Recently, she played 
an important role of a lady 
Sarpanch in national award-
winning film Deool.  
 }Atisha Naik

A film graduate from 
new York, with a 
master degree in 
directing fiction: jayprad 
has made several 
commercials and short 
films. He made his 
feature debut with his 
multiple award- winning 
Marathi  Feature 
NAGRIK. Winner of 
5 Maharashtra state 
awards.
 Jayprad Desai

Dhruv Datta has been working in 
the Audio Recording and Pro Audio 
Industry since 1991. Worked as 
Recording Engineer at Sunny Super 
Sound Studio in Mumbai he is one 
of the first Engineers to be trained 
on ProTool’s by (Digidesign) Avid. 
 Dhruv Datta

 A trained Classical Singer, 
She has bagged several 
awards at International 
Musical competitions. 
Maithili has given her voice 
to Songs composed by 
leading Composers.
 } Maithilii Joshi

Jaee Kadam has done Post Graduate 
Diploma in Cinematography She 
is working in the Direction of 
Photography Department from last 
fifteen years as Gaffer, Operative 
Cameraman. She has Contributed in 
feature films like Aag and Cappuccino
 } JAEE KADAM, Cinematographer

Shiv is a Gold Medalist Of 
Dramatics from Dr. BAM 
University. Shiv is a writer, 
director and lyricist. He 
wrote & directed Cappuccino 
(feature, Marathi), Wings Of 
Fire (feature, Marathi, loosely 
based on book by Hon. Dr. 
A. P. J. Abdul Kalam) Jawani 
Zindabad (feature, Marathi). 
He has just finished his 
latest feature film in Marathi 
titled Sargam with Girish 
Karnad in the lead role. He 
has contributed in National 
Award Winner Marathi 
feature Dhag as lyricist. Shiv 
is a visiting faculty for Film 
Direction & Screenwriting at 
Dr. BAM University and several 
institutes. Shiv is a Creative 
Director of Aurangabad 
International Film Festival.

 } Shiv Kadam



Film Direction
Sound Designing
Acting For Films
Film Editing
Cinematography
Production Design  
    & Art Direction
VFX & Animation
Weekend Course

COurSeS



eligibility And entrance Test
• 10+2 or equivalent can apply for the one 

year certificate course.

• Students with good experience from the 
field of theatre, music, fine art, etc may 
get priority in the limited seats criteria

• Students with a non-traditional 
background will be considered on the 
strength of their knowledge about 
the subject and their pert formance in 
ENTRANCE TEST WORKSHOP where 
student can demonstrate transferable 
skills in other relevant areas.

• Those who have experience in the field 
can present their work in audio visual 
format at the time of FINAL INTERVIEW.

• Fluency in English is must for the 
applicant, as so many mentors and tutors 
will be from non-Hindi and non-Marathi 
background. 



Film Direction



MGM Film Arts Certificate Course in Film 
Direction is a multi-disciplinary hands-on 
course, designed to enable students to make 

creative decisions and receive constructive feedback 
in a safe, nurturing environment. Over three terms 
Certificate Course In Film Direction progresses 
naturally from a basic introduction to aesthetic and 
technical aspects of Film Direction to wider, more 
complex problems posed by film production.  

Course includes:  Allied Arts Directing 
Screenwriting Producing  Cinematography 
Sound Recording and Post-Production Sound 
Editing VFX DI and Mastering Post Censor.

Oppurtunities: After successful completion of 
this course students can start working as  
Assistant Director for films,TV Serials, commercials

Film Direction
Duration : 1 yearfull-time 
Skill Development hours  : 01.30 hrs 
classroom activity,  
3+ hrs workshops
studios, lab activities (practical) 



Sound Design
Duration : 1 year, full-time 
Skill Development hours : 01.30 hrs 
classroom activity,  
3+ hrs workshops
studios, lab activities (practical) 

T he Media today in India is demanding technically sound and 
stable creative Audio Engineers capable enough to handle 
enormous power of today’s technical development in Audio 

Engineering. May it be in the field of E-learning , Radio/TV broadcasting, 
Pod casting, Gaming, Mobile learning, Animation, Cinema, or simply 
on the  internet, Sound plays a key role and gives rise to various fields 
of work. 

Course include: Recording Chains, Physics of Sound, Studio 
Acoustics, Introduction to Studio Equipment, Studio Monitoring 
Systems, Audio in Digital Domain, Digital Recording Formats, Studio 
Environment, Session Procedures, Apple, Avid, Steinberg.

Our Mentors 

Oppurtunities : After successful completion of this course 
students can start working as Assistant Sound designer for 
films,TV Serials, commercials 

Vishwajeet Joshi
Music Director

Dhruv Datta
Sound Designer

Maithili Joshi
Playback singer



O ur intensive 12-month Certificate Course in Acting for Film is 
the first of its kind to offer “Full Feature Acting”. You will learn 
all expected Acting for Film disciplines: allied arts, directing, 

producing, editing, screenwriting, cinematography, sound and film 
marketing. In over 30 hours of practical tuition per week you will find out 
where your strengths lie, and move into the industry with a wealth of 
skills, useful contacts and practical knowledge.

Course Includes : Objective in Performance, Body language, 
Speech : The Basics, Voice: Breath, Body, Voice Improvisation, 
Acting : Scene Study, Movement: Exploration, Speech: Accents and
            Dialects, Dubbing Skills.

Acting For Films
Duration : 1 year, full-time 
Skill Development hours : 01.30 hrs 
classroom activity,  
3+ hrs workshops
studios, lab activities (practical) 

Mr.yatinkaryekar 
Mr. Siraj Syed 

Mr. Shiv Kadam, 
Mrs. AtishaNaik

Our Mentors 



Duration : 1 year, full-time 
Skill Development hours : 01.30 hrs 
classroom activity,  
3+ hrs workshops
studios, lab activities (practical) 

O ur intensive 12-month course in Film 
Editing was the first of its kind to offer 
“full picture Film Editing”. You will learn 

all expected Film Editing disciplines: allied arts, 
editing, producing, editing, screenwriting, 
cinematography, sound and film marketing. 
You will work State-Of-Art Editing suites 
supported by Mack and softwares like Final Cut 
Pro, Davinci Resolve, etc.  

Course include : Recording Chains 
Physics of Sound Studio Acoustics 
Introduction to Studio Equipment Studio 
Monitoring Systems Audio in Digital 
Domain Digital Recording Formats Studio 
Environment Session Procedures Apple 
Avid Steinberg. 

Our Mentors 
Mr. Shiv Kadam Mr. B. Lenin

Film editing



M GM’S DFA course in Cinematography is a multi-
disciplinary hands-on course, designed to enable 
students to make creative decisions and receive 

constructive feedback in a safe, nurturing environment. Over 
three terms course In Cinematography progresses naturally 
from a basic introduction to aesthetic and technical aspects 
of Cinematography to wider, more complex problems posed 
by film production. 

Course Includes
Allied Arts The Director 
of Photography The DP’s 
responsibilities The 
Technology Lenses 

Film stock to Digital 
Cinematography Digital 
intermediates laboratory 
The Cinetmatographer’s 
Craft Operating VFX. 

Oppurtunities | After successful completion of this course 
students can start working as Assistant Cinematographer 
for Films,TV Serials, Commercials.

Cinematography
Duration : 1 year, full-time 
Skill Development hours : 01.30 hrs 
classroom activity,  
3+ hrs workshops
studios, lab activities (practical) 

Our Mentors 
Mr. Mahesh Aney Jaee Kadam



S tart your journey as a Production Designer and Art Director with one 
of the reputed colleges in India. MGM CJMC’s Dept. Of vFilm Arts 
offers you a one-year certificate devoted to practical training in all 

aspects of Film Direction and equips you with the skills, knowledge. You will 
get a 360 Degree support to excel in your chosen field. Join our supportive 
network of film professionals and sharpen your craft in a group within the 
nurturing environment of Mahatma Gandhi Mission’s Aurangabad Campus. 
Our Certificate Course In Film Direction is the only fully comprehensive 
course of its kind, where you will learn your skills from practising Film 
industry experts and be fully engrossed in the production of your own 
films. We expect our student to leave as a multitalented filmosopher with 
an extensive showreel and a network of professional contacts. MGM has 
proven its expertise in last 35 years.

Production Design & Art Direction

Mr. Sandeep Inamke   Mr. Shiv Kadam   Jaee Kadam
Our Mentors 



S tart your journey as a VFX Animator with one of the reputed 
colleges in India. MGM CJMC’s Dept. Of Film Arts offers you a one-
year Certificate Course devoted to practical training in all aspects 

of Acting for Film and equips you with the skills, knowledge. You will get 
a 360 Degree support to excel in your chosen field. Join our supportive 
network of film professionals and sharpen your craft in a group within the 
nurturing environment of Mahatma Gandhi Mission’s Aurangabad Campus. 
Our Certificate Course In Acting for Film is the only fully comprehensive 
course of its kind, where you will learn your skills from practising with Film 
industry experts and be fully engrossed in the production of your own 
films. We expect our student to step out as a multitalented filmosopher 
with an extensive showreel and a network of professional contacts. MGM 
has proven its expertise in last 35 years.

VFX & Animation
Mr. Ginilal Salunke   Mr. Dhruv Datta

Our Mentors 



Weekend Course
Duration : 1 year, full-time  Eligibility
Skill Development hours : 01.30 hrs 
classroom activity,  
3+ hrs workshops
studios, lab activities (practical) 

L earn the current industry software 
including Final Cut Pro, Pro Tools, 
Final Draft, Movie Magic EP 

Budgeting & Scheduling, Avid Media 
Composer and work on a broad range of  
projects and film shoots including: visual 
narratives, short films (two-, four- and 
eight-minute) and commercials. This all 
ensures that you leave MGM’S DFA with 
an extensive showreel of work. 

COuRSE InCluDES
Film as art Script
 narrative as a formal system
 Fundamentals of film 
 direction
THE SHOT : cinematography, 
THE RElATIOn OF SHOT TO SHOT : 
Editing   Sound 
Application of theory.

This Course is specially designed for those who are doing their regular Education or working somewhere.  



T here are two major streams in 
the academics of cinema, film 
studies and film making. Film 

studies unfortunately focuses on the 
philosophical or discussion oriented part 
of studying cinema, where film making 
focuses on the technical aspect of film 
making. We ate MGM Film Arts firmly 
believe that film is a art and every student 
of MGM Film Arts need to be groomed 
as artist first of all. Alfred Hitchcock once 
said that if he will start a film school he 
will first make each and every student to 
understand and learn art. To follow the 
ideology every course will start with allied 
arts workshops where every student will 
get trained about elements & principles, 
fundamentals of every art like painting, 
sculpture, music, dance, etc.  

Methodology

“True art is characterized by an 
irresistible urge in the creative 

artist.”   -Albert Einstein 



Knowledge Workshops: Knowledge 
workshops will be usually conducted 
in the classrooms or preview theatres 
according to the context, where experts 
will explain the theoretical part. It 
will be conducted regularly as per the 
syllabus everyday for 1hr 30 min to 3 
hrs.   Practice sessions: Practice sessions 
are the sessions based on practical. 

Our experts defined certain set of skills 
need to be developed in students. E.g. 
a cinematographer must excel in focus 
pulling, hence he is supposing to de 
intensive practice under the guidance of 
mentor to excel in the skill. We at MGM 
Film Arts don’t believe in competition or 
examinations, here students will get redo 
until they do the satisfactory work.   

Methodology
Knowledge is of no value unless 

you put it into practice. 

 -Anton Chekhov 



Creativity is allowing yourself 
to make mistakes. Art is 

knowing which ones to keep. 

 -Scott Adams 

Developing Judgement, Sensitivity and Creativity
As explained earlier film making is not just about talking some philosophy or learning any equipment. 
A student who knows any editing software cannot be certified as a editor. He must achieve the 
excellence in the art of film editing. To achieve excellence we will make them work on the result of 
their judgments. Specially defined programs will boost the sensitivity and creativity in the students.   
Rumination:  One cannot achieve excellence in a day. As Aristotle says, “Excellence is an art won by 
training and habituation. We do not act rightly because we have virtue or excellence, but we rather 
have those because we have acted rightly. We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not 
an act but a habit.” We have created a perfect environment for the rumination on films and the art 
of film at MGM Film Arts Department.  

Methodology



Production of Student Films

We follow the industry method to start the production. Students are 
supposed to pitch for their concept of the film. They will work with 
screenwriting students on the final draft. Final draft and budget will 

be presented in front of the panel of Producers. After approval from producer 
panel students are supposed to complete the project with industry discipline. 
They follow the projected schedule and come up with the complete film by strictly 
following the limitations of time and budget. We strongly believe that this skill 
will help students to grown in the competitive industry along with their creative 
skills.   Students will select crew from other specialisations like actors from Acting 
diploma, director of photography from cinematography diploma and so on. We 
will provide autonomy in student’s decision making to manage the proposed 
budget in DFA currency. (Students will get credits in DFA currency which they 
are supposed to spend for hiring cast and crew, studio bookings and all related 
expenses. Students will be graded on their budget handling skills also).



Film Festival Attendance

S tudents are encouraged to attend events 
and screenings at a range of film festivals 
throughout the duration of the course. 

MGM’S DFA is involved with a variety of film festivals 
like Aurangabad International Film Festival (AIFF). In 
addition students are invited to attend workshops 
held at these festivals and facilitated by the MGM’S 
DFA. Where possible, students will be issued with 
delegate passes for relevant festivals, where we 
actively encourag e attendance at screenings or 
networking events. Such festivals may include the 
Yashwant International Film Festival, Mumbai or 
Filmingo Short Film Festival. 

T he International Film Festival of India (IFFI), 
founded in 1952 is one of the most significant 
film festivals in Asia. Held annually, currently in 

the state of Goa, on the western coast of the country, 
the festival aims at providing a common platform for 
the cinemas of the world to project the excellence of 
the film art; contributing to the understanding and 
appreciation of film cultures of different nations in 
the context of their social and cultural ethos; and 
promoting friendship and cooperation among people 
of the world. The festival is conducted jointly by the 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Directorate 
of Film Festivals and the Government of Goa

 I am very happy to see maximum number of youngsters attending 
aurangabad film festival. I congratulate MGM, Yashwantrao Chavan 
Pratisthan and Nath Group for providing platform to future film 
makers. 

  - Padmavibhushan Adhoor Gopalkrishnan

International Film Festival of IndiaAurangabad International Film Festival



Master Class

Learning and developing skill under the guidance of the master is one of the best 
methods to progress towards excellence. Students will gain the knowledge in 
classroom activities. They will apply knowledge and develop skills in practical 

and assignment sessions. While doing so students are supposed to produce 
handful of work as director, editor, sound designer, actor, etc. Such work will 
be observed by Industry Veterans on regular basis. Based on their observations 
several feedback session will be arranged. We have termed such sessions as master 
class. Industry stalwarts like Yateen Karyekar, Ashok Rane, Hansal Mehta, Adoor 
Gopalkrishnan, Nana Patekar, Mahesh Aney, Upendra Limaye, etc, . have visited 
MGM allied activities several times and they will be coming as per the schedule of 
MGM Film Arts and according to their availability. Such master classes are proven 
to be the best for grooming the excellence in film students worldwide. 

Professional Studio Environment
MGM’S DFA is a Film making community that operates like a production 
company. Students from all courses regularly support one another so 
that their film-school experience will be enhanced. Film Editing Course 
students work  for post-production and Sound Design students join the 
sets with students of  Course In Film Direction for sound and so on. 



DI00000000000

Facilities
Shooting Floors Da Vinci’s Colour Lab



DI00000000000

Facilities
Alfred Hitchcock’s Edit Bay Amadeus Symphny Studio



Chitrapati Dr. V. Shantaram Theatre



Activities

With Mark Schilling, renowned 
film critic from japan at Bangalore 

International Film Festival

Shiv Kadam With Krzysztof Zanussi, 
Polish Film And Theatre Director, 

Producer and Screenwriter, At 
Bangalore International Film Festival

Shiv Kadam attended the Bangalore International Film Festival as jury for Chitrabharati 
(Indian Competition)

Students attending the Broadcast India Show at 
Mumbai

MGM Film Arts students attending IFFI, Goa with Mentor Kiran 
Shantaram 

Bangalore IFF Brodcast India

IFFI



Aurangabad Internation Film Fastival



Book Lounching

Clap National Film Fiastival



MGM Film Arts Inauguration



Master Class : Ginilal Salunke

Master Class : Mahesh Aney

Master Class : Vishwajit Joshi

Master Class : Sandip Inamke

Master Class : yatin karyekar



Music Concert Maithili Joshi

Chitrapat Chavdi

Poster Exibition At Prozone

walk through cinema with 
rajayshree deshpande.



Summer Camp
Film Appreciation Workshop



Student Projects



Award winning Students



Film as Dream, film as music. no art 
Passes our conscience in the way film 
does, and directly to our feelings, deep 
down into the dark rooms of our souls.
Ingmar Bergman

www.mgmfimarts.com


